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ABSTRACT 
This is a study to provide more complete growth data on Single 
Comb White Leghorns, White Rocks, and Single Comb Rhode 
Island Red chickens, and also to study some of the various factors 
affecting the growth process. 
Observations were made on a total of over 5,000 chicks hatched 
during the six-year period, 1929-1935. For the first four weeks 
period there were no significant differences in the normal gains of 
the three breeds, after which time the two heavy breeds made 
greater gains for each falla-wing period. The greatest gains made 
for any four weeks interval were in the 9-12 weeks period. This 
was true for the three breeds. 
The differential sex growth became apparent at 8 weeks of 
age and increased as the chicks grew older. At 20 weeks of age 
the White Leghorn puHets were 77.2 per cent as heavy in weight 
as the cockerels; the White Rocks 78.2 per cent; and the Rhode 
Island Reds 80.8 per cent. 
At 40 weeks of age there was nQo significant differences in the 
weights of pullet progeny from hens in their first year of produc-
tion and those in their second year of production or older. 
Early hatched chicks made gains above normal up to the age 
of 20 weeks after which growth below normal was experienced. 
On the other hand, the below normal growth of late hatched chicks 
up to the age of 20 weeks was compensated for by growth a-bove 
normal as they approached maturity. 
The variations in the nature of the periodic gains of early and 
late hatched pullets are associated with climatic conditions, espe-
cially average maximum and mean temperatures for the periods. 
The Normal Growth of Chickens 
Under Normal Conditions 
H. L. KEMPSTER AND JESSE E. PARKER* 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The physiological phenomenon of growth in chickens is of 
utmost importance, both from the standpoints of research and the 
economic production of poultry for commercial purposes. Growth 
data are easily obtainable and are probably the most widely used 
measure of results in experimentati'On relating to chickens. Growth 
curves based upon extensive data which may be used as standards 
tOo guide their operations should prove of invaluable assistance to 
research workers in nutrition, genetics, and other fields interested 
in problems relating t'Ol the growth process, as well as to breeders, 
commercial poultrymen, and produce men. With our present ten-
dcncy toward developing flocks with high cgg producing qualities 
there has arisen the use of body weights of growing chicks as a 
criterion of subsequent weights, number of days to reach sexual 
maturity, egg size, and other related essentials. 
Considerable data relating to the gl'Owtth process have been 
collected by various experiment stations. The available informa-
tion, ho\vever, is fragmentary and any study that will supplement 
the existing knowledge of growth phenomena will be timely and of 
economic and biological value. 
Normal growth refers to gl'Owth, limited by hereditary factors, 
which birds should attain under average or normal conditions. It 
is apparent then, that in order to establish a normal growth curve 
for a single variety or strain, the data used in calculating. the same 
should be distributed throughout the gr'Owing season and also over 
a sufficient number ef seasons or years te eliminate the effect ef 
such factors as management and uncentrollable envirenmental cen-
ditions. Such studies should also include an adequate number ef 
samples. 
II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
General 
Reed l states that 'One of the most conspicueus characters 'Of 
erganic beings is 'their pewer to' grow-to beceme what, at a pre-
vious stage ef their existence, they were noo1. He considers the 
growth precess to consist ef three phases, namely: enlargement, 
differentiatien, and senescence. "The organism which begins as a 
1. Reed, H. S., The Nature of Growth, American Naturalist, LVIII (1924), pp. 337·349. 
*Submitted by the junior author in partial fulfillment of tbe requirements for the degree 
of Master of Arts in the Graduate School of the University of Missouri, 1936. 
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single cell becomes larger. As it becomes larger its parts become 
differentiated. Following these come changes which betoken the 
end of the growth process, leading to senility, and eventually to 
death . The growth' of an organism begins at a slow rate, gracdually 
increases for a time, then becomes slower until it stopS."2 This 
conception of the growth process is based upon studies with plants. 
Howe1l3 relates as f'onows concerning the growth of animals: 
"The body increases rapidly after birth in size and weight. It is 
the popular idea tha't the rate of growth increases up to maturity 
and then declines as old age advances. As a matter of fact careful 
examination of the facts shows that the rate of growth decreases 
from birth to old age, although not uniformly. Speaking generally, 
the maximum rate of growth is reached sometime during the intra-
uterine period, and after birth the curve falls steacdily." 
Periodic Weights 
Studies at the Storrs Agricultural Experiment Station,4 based 
upon 1028 White Leghorn and 865 Rhode Island Red chicks, show 
tha1t the mean weights of pullet and cockerel chicks, at hatching 
were 0.081 and 0.082 pounds respectively. At four weeks of a'ge 
the weights in pounds were 0.38 for the Leghorns and 0.36 for the 
Red chicks. The sixteen-weeks weights for pullets were 2.36 pounds 
for Leghorns and 2.91 pounds for Reds, while at twenty weeks 
the Leghorn pullets averaged 2.90 pounds and the Reds 3.68 pounds. 
White Leghorn pullets at the Kentucky Station" weighed at 
time of hatching, 0.081 pounds; at four weeks, 0.42 pounds; at 
sixteen weeks, 1.90 pounds; and at twenty weeks, 2.27 pounds. 
Data collected on the Ma'ssachusetts Agricultural Experiment 
StationG flock of Rhode Island Reds over an eleven-year period. 
from 1918 to 1928 inclusive, show that the normal weights are 
0.08 pounds (36.7 grams) at hatching; 0.19 pounds (87.9 grams) 
at two weeks; 0.47 pounds (214.1 grams) at four weeks; 3.06 pounds 
(1390 grams) a't sixteen weeks; and 4.69 pounds (2127 grams) at 
twenty weeks. 
Results published by the Cornell Station7 were as follows: 
"Single Comb White Leghorn chickens averaged 1 pound at seven 
weeks of age, 2 pounds at twelve weeks; 3 pounds at eighteen 
2. Ibid. 
3. Howell , W. H., Textbook of Physiology, Ed. 12, Philadelphia, Sanders 1933 p. 1084. 
4. Card, L. E., and Kilkpatrick, W. F., Rearing Chickens, Storrs Agr. E':'p. St~. Bull. 96. 
(1918), pp. 363·372. 
5. Buckner, G. D. , Wilkins, R. H., and Kastle, J. H., Growth of White Leghorns ,Amer. 
Jour. Physio!., XLVII (Dec. 1918), pp. 393·398. 
6. Hays, F. A., and Sanborn, Ruby, Growth in R. 1. Reds, Mass. Agr. Exp. Sta. Bull. 
259 (1929). 
7. Heuser, G. F. and Andrews. F . E .• Weight Changes in Chickens, Cornell Ext. Bull. 
240 (1932). 
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weeks; and 4 pounds at twenty-six weeks of age. A flock of 
American breeds, consisting of Rhode Island Reds, Plymouth 
Rocks, and White \Vyandottes, averaged 1 pound at seven weeks, 
2 pounds ,at eleven weeks, 3 pounds at fourteen weeks, 4 pounds 
at eighteen weeks, and 5 pounds at twenty-five weeks of age." 
Earlier work reported with Rhode Island Red pullets at North 
Camlinas shows that the mean weights in pounds were, 0.09, 0.40, 
3.12 and 3.98 a't time of hatch, four weeks, sixteen weeks, and 
twenty weeks of age. 
A tabulation of the weight data already mentioned together 
with additional studiesU on \Vhite Rock chicks covering a two-year 
period at the Purdue Station ,md als'o data reported by the Illinois 
Station10 on several hundred White Rock pullets, is presented in 
Table 1. 
TABLE I.-COMPARISON OF PERIODIC PULLET WEIGHTS OBSERVED BY 
SEVERAL INVESTIGATORS. 
\VEIGHTS IN POUNDS. 
Station Breed Hatching 4-Weeks 16-Week. 2O-Wceks 
Storrs _____________________ W. Leghorn________ _ .081* 
.38* 2.36 2.90 
.42 I. 90 2.27 
.39 2.39 2.99 
Kentucky __________________ W. Leghorn_________ .081 
CorneIl _____________ ___ ____ W. Le'ghorn____ ___ __ .087 
1-------1------1------N. Carolina ________________ R. I. Reds_____ ____ _ .090 
.40 3.12 3.98 Storrs ____________________ _ R. I. Reds________ __ .082* 
.36* 2.91 3.68 Mass ______________________ R. I. Reds_____ ___ __ .080 
.47 3 . 06 4.69t 
1-------1------1------1------Purdue ___________________ _ W. Rocks ________ .. .084* 
.41* Illinois ____________________ W. Rocks__________ .10lt 
.36 
1------1-----1 R. I. Reds __ _______ _ 
CornelL ________ ___________ W. Rocks____ _____ _ , 087 
Wyandotte, ____ ___ _ 
.;;. Average of cockerels and pullets. 
t 21-week weight. 
:t 22-day weight. 
.43 
3.31 3.90 
2.00 2.50 
3.38 3.73 
A study of Table 1 reveals that there is nearly as great a vari-
ation in the weights of the same breed at various stations as there 
is between the different breeds. 
Periodic Gains 
A comparison by Kempster a'nd Hendersonll of the gains 
made by White Leghorns at the Storrs Station12 with those at 
8. Kaupp,:)3. F., Growth of R. I. Reds, Paul. Sci. I (1921), 39-43. 
9. Philips, A. G., Costs of Raising White Rocks, Purdue Agr. Exp. Sta., Bul. 214 (1918), 
p. 14. 
10. Mitchell, H. H., Card, L. E., and Hamilton, T. S., Growth of W. Hocks, Ill. Agr. Exp. 
Sta. Bul. 278 (1936), p. 75. 
11. Kempster, H. L., and Henderson, E . \V., Growth of Fowls, Mo. Agr. Exp. Stn. Res. Bul. 
62 (1923), pp. 40-52. 
12. Card and Kirkpatrick, p. 371. 
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Kentucky13 reveals that the gains made by the former increased 
until the eighth week following which the gains were smaller but 
somewhat constant until the twentieth week, after which there 
was a ma'rked decrease. The ' Kentucky pullets showed smaller 
relative gains with the maximum coming between the ninth and 
tenth weeks. 
Heuser and Andrews14 working with Leghorns and three 
American breeds found that as far as actual weekly gains are 
concerned, there exists considerable variation from period to period. 
The tendency, however, is for the actual gains to increase until the. 
chicks are about three months of age, after which there is a general 
decrease in the rate of gain. 
Brody's15 aonalysis of Storrs data on Rhode Island Reds shows 
thatf: the gains increase from the time of hatching to about eight 
and one-half weeks of age when the relative ga,ins reach a maxi-
mum. From this point the gains decrease to a minimum at about 
fourteen weeks. "This is followed by another cycle with a maxi-
mum at about eighteen w eeks of age and ending somewhere be-
tween twenty-four and twenty-eight weeks of age when growth of 
non-fatty tissues probably ceases." 
Kempster and Henderson16 from a study of the Purdue data 
on White Rocks over a two-year period made the following ob-
servations: "The pullets made the best gains from the tenth to· the 
fourteenth weeks, followed by a period of slow growth for a six-
week period, which in turn was followed by another period of 
rapid gains for four weeks, after which the increase in weight de-
creased as the pullets were reaching maturity." Examinati;on of 
the data by Philips17 for each year reveals ·that large gains were 
ma:de during the twenty-fourth week in 1916 and for the twenty-
second week in In 7. The pullets began laying each year at these 
respective I periods, and it was concluded that these rapid ga'ins 
were an indication that pullets would soon lay. 
Rhode Island Red pullets at the North Carolina Station18 failed 
to show the cyclical tendencies in gains charaderistic of the growth 
of White Leghorns and Vi/hite Rocks described above. This is 
also not in accord with the nature of the growth of the Red pullets 
at the Storrs Station19 which are characterized by maximum gains 
13. Buckner, Wilkins, and Kastle. 
14. Loc. cit. . 
15. Brody, S., Rate of Growth of Fowl, Jour. Gen. Physio!., III (1921), .6, pp. 765-770. 
16_ pp. 40-45. 
17. Loc. cit. 
18. Kaupp. 
19. Card and Kirkpatrick, p. 372. 
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at the ninth week followed by a period of slower ga'ins, which m 
turn was followed by a period of higher gains. 
Percentage Rate of Growth 
Lerner and Asmundson 20 observed that Light Sussex, a heavy 
breed, grow at a more rapid rate to twelve weeks of age than 
W? - W 
Anconas, a lighter breed. The formula, R= - x 100, 
1/2 (W2+W) 
was employed in calculating the rate of gr·owth . The same workers 
in later investig.ations found that the normal growth curve may be 
divided into several phases. \Vithin ead1 of these phases the per-
centage rate of growth does not change significantly. Growth to 
twenty-four weeks is roughly divided into three periods: (1) hatch-
ing to 2-4 weeks; (2) 2-4 weeks to 8-12 weeks; and (3) 8-12 weeks 
to 20-24 weeks. Their work also, points out that Barred Rocks had 
a higher percentage rate of growth than Leghorns to sixteen weeks, 
but fflom sixteen to twenty-four weeks there was no significant 
difference. The difference in the weights of the two breeds at 
twenty-four weeks of age are shown to be due to differences m 
rate of growth to sixteen weeks and to the cumulative effects of 
these differences. 
Heuser and Andrews22 present data showing the percentage 
rate of gain at each biweekly weighing on the basis of the previous 
weight and find that the percentages are very high for the first six 
weeks, decline sharply during the following six weeks, after which 
time the decrease is more gradual until maturity is reached. White 
Leghorns and three American breeds were used in their investi-
gations. 
Comparative Growth of Pullets and Cockerels 
The data of Ackerson and M usseh j23 on 397 male and 403 
female \iVhite Leghorn chicks from one to nine weeks of age in-
dicate that the difference in the mean weights of males a'nd females 
were significant at one week of age, and the significance increased 
'ther'eafter. In later investigationsH the ratios of ma1e to female 
weights were reported as follows : At four weeks of age the pullets 
weighed 93 per cent as much as the cockerels, at eight weeks 83 
per cent, and at twelve weeks 82 per cent. 
20. Lerner, I. M., and Asmunclson, V. S., Inher itance of Growth, Sci. Agor., XII (July, 
1932), pp. 652·664. 
21. Asmundsen, V. S. ,and Lerner, I. M., ,Inheritance of Growth in Fowl, Poul. Sci. , XIII 
(1934), 6, pp. 348·352. 
22. Loc. cit. 
23. Ackerson, C. W. and Mussehl, F. E., Sex Differences in Growth, J our. Agr. Res., XL 
(May, 1930), p. 863. 
24. Holmes, A. D., Pigott, Madeline G., and Campbell, P. A., Influence of Sex on Growth, 
Poul. Sci., XI (1932), 5, pp. 301·306. 
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J ul125 found that differences in weight between male and 
female Barred Rocks were not significant until about the eighth 
week, and that after the eleventh week the differences were pro-
nounced. During the first five-weeks period the females actually 
grew faster than their full-brothers and half-brothers, and there-
after the growth rate of the pullets decreased relatively as com-
pared with the male growth rates. 
According 1:'0 studies by Titus and Ju1126 the mature Rhode 
Island Red female averaged 1108 grams less than the mature male, 
or on a percentage basis, nearly 25 per cent. They also found that 
males and females reached maturity at approximately the same 
age, i. e., from twenty-one to twenty-three months. 
Growth of Progeny From Hens Versus Progeny From Pullets 
Hays and Sanborn27 found the weights of Rhode Island Red 
chicks ftom hen mothers to be 5.01 per cent heavier than those 
from pullet mothers at time of hatching. At four weeks the hen 
progenY 'increased their advantage and were 8.62 per cent heavier. 
When sixteen weeks of age the chicks from hens "\'V!ere 6.97 per 
cent heavier than those from pullets, and at twenty-one weeks of 
age the difference wa's insignificant. Observations by other in-
vestigators2S have shown that chicks from hens two years of age 
and older were heavier at thirty days of age than those fl"'om hens 
one year of age. 
Effect of Time of Hatching on Growth 
Inves,tigations at Oklahoma?9 with White Leghorns hatched 
at two-week intervals throughout the year warranted the follow-
ing conclusions with reference to the influence of hatching date on 
growth: 
1. "The winter hatched birds grew more rapidly than did the 
spring, summer and fall hatched chicks. 
2. The spring hatched individuals maintained a faster rate 
of growth and were heavier throughout the first laying year than 
were the summer or fall hatched pullets. 
3. The "summer weather handicap" was especially noticeable 
111 the growth of the summer-hatched chicks. The growth of the 
25. Jull, M. A., Differential Sex Growth, Sci. Agr. IV (1923), pp. 58·65. 
26. Titus, H. W., and Ju11, M. A., Growth of R. I. Reds, Jour. Agr. Res. XXXVI (Mar. 
1928) , pp. 515·540. 
27. p. 316. 
28. Goodale, H . D .• Growth Rates and Ultra·V iolet Light, Amer. Jour. Physio!., LXXIX 
(1926), pp. 44·60. 
29. Upp, C. W., and Thompson, R. B., Influence of Time of Hatch on Growth, Okla. Agr. 
Exp. Sta., Bu!. 167 (1927). 
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fall-hatched chicks was checked due to winter weather befme they 
attained maturity. 
4. The spring hatched individ1.1als were heavier at beginning 
of production and were also older when laying began, than were 
the birds hatched at other seasons. 
5. In general, the later the pullets were hatched the lighter 
they averaged in first year (of production) body weight, consider-
ing the winter hatched birds as the starting point." 
Data on Rhode Island Red chicks hatched at weekly intervals 
over a forty-nine day period starting- March 25 at the Massachu-
setts Station3o show the hatching date affected the weight of the 
chicks throughout most of the growing season. The difference in 
mean hatching weight of the chicks in the first and last hatches 
was not striking, but the early hatched chicks were 12.98 per cent 
heavier than the late hatched chicks at two weeks of age, 21.70 per 
cent heavier at sixteen weeks of age, and 17.12 per cent heavier at 
twenty-one weeks of age. 
Phillipssl from a study of fonr seasons work with White Leg-
horns involving several thousm1d chicks concluded that the time 
of hatching greatly infl1.1enced the rate lof growth of chicks, price 
of broilers, net cost of gro\ving, and weight of pullets at laying age. 
Asmundson and Lloyd32 in investigations with turkeys hatched 
April 12 and May 24, 1932 and April 18 and May 30, 1933, f01.1nd 
that the earlier hatched poults grew more rapidly, on the average, 
than those hatched later in the season up to at least eight weeks 
of age. The earlier hatched birds which grew more rapidly at first 
later grew at a definitely slower rate than the later hatched, initial-
ly slow growing poults. In the case of the females this' compensa-
tory growth was sufficient to reduce the difference in weight 1.1ntil 
it was statistically insignificant by the time the birds were abo1.1t 
twenty-eight weeks of age. 
Effect of Environmental Factors on Growth 
That varia1tions in certain environmental conditions have an 
influence on the growth of fowls Ins been suggested by Mitchell 
and co-workers.33 Periodic variations in rate of growth of White 
Rocks, as measured by biweekly increase in body weight, have not 
been interpreted as representing true cycles of growth, because it 
is believed they are more probably related to periodic variations 
in envimnmental conditions, particularly variations in the weather. 
30. Hays and Sanborn, pp. 311·316. 
31. Philips, A. G., Cost of Raising Leghorn Pullet3. Purdue Agr. Exp. Sta. But. 196 (1916). 
32. Asmunds')n, V. S., and Lloyd, w. E. , Effect of Season on Growth and Feed Consump. 
tion, Paul. Sci. XV (1936), 2, pp. 186·!91. 
33. Mitchell, Card and Hamilton, p. 124. 
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Kleiber and Dougherty34 in studies with White Leghorn 
chicks to fifteen days of age found that the daily rate of growth 
increased wi,th decrea<sing environmental temperature from 2.74 
grams to 40 DC to 4.88 grams at 21 DC. The growth rate shows a 
tendency to reach maximum temperature lower than 21°C (69.8°F). 
At a temperature above 32°C (89.6 D F) the experimental chicks had 
a lower rate of growth than the corresponding controls. 
A variety of early handi caps including poisons, starvation, and 
high and low temperatures, failed to· alter markedly the course of 
yolk absorption in baby chicks or to produce permanent effects in 
bOody weights. These results35 were reported from the observa'tions 
made on White Leghorn chicks. 
According to work with turkeys by Asmundsen and Lloyd ,aG 
growth seems somewhat better at lOower outside temperatures. 
Lower room temperatures due to lower outside temperatures may 
partly accOount for the more rapid initial growth of the earlier 
hatched birds. Humidity did not seem to influence rate of growth 
except in ,the case of one hatch in which high humidity (88';70) 
ca<used by rainy weather, was accompanied with slow, growth. 
Compensated Growth 
The capacity of an animal to resume growth at an accelerated 
rate after periods of retardation has been established by various 
research workers. Thi5 phenomen'on has already been suggested 
relative to growth of turkeys.37 \iV ork with albino rats by Osborne 
and Mendej38 demonstrated that after periods of suppression, 
gI'owth may proceed at an exaggerated rate for a considerable 
period, and despite the fa,ilure to gro\v for some time, the average 
normal size may thus be regained before the usual period of grOowth 
is ended. In another investigation3 G the abOove men found the age 
or size at which the inhibition of growth is effected does not alter 
Hie capacity to resume gI'owth. 
Shapir040 found that by chloroforming young kittens twice 
daily their growth was suppressed in compa'rison with controls, 
and upon discontinuing the use of the chloroform, the accderated 
growth fully compensated for the earlier retardation. In the case 
34. Kleiber, M. , and Dougherty, J . E., Influence of Temperature, Jour. Gen. Physio!. XVIII (1933), pp. 701·726. . 
35. Parker, Sylvia L., Effects of Early Handicaps, Hilgardia, IV (Mar. 1929) , Pl' . 1·48. 
36. Loc cit. 
37. Asmundsen, and Lloyd. 
38. Osborne, T . B., and Mendel , L. B., Acceleration of Growth, Amer . Jour. Physio!., XL 
(1916), Pl'. 16-20. 
39. Osborne, T. B. , and Mendel, L . B., Resumptio n of Growth, Jour. B io!. Chern . XXIII 
(1915) , pp. 439-454. 
40. Shapiro, A., Influence of Chloroform on Young Animals. Proc. Physio!. Soc., Jour. 
Physio!. , XXX III (1905), pp. 31-33. 
TABLE 2.-HATCHING DATES AND NUMBER OF PULLETS AT TIME OF HATCHING, AT TWELVE WEEKS, AND AT FORTY WEEKS OF AGE. 
W. LEGHORNS, W. ROCKS, AND R. I. REDS FOR THE SIX-YEAR PERIOD. 
1929 1931 1932 1933 1934 1935 
Total 
Ha"tch I No. Pullets* Breed No. No. No. No. No. No. No. 6 Years Date Pullets* Date Pullets* Date Pullets* Date Pullets* Date Pullets* Date Pullets* 
0 12 40 0 12 40 0 12 40 0 12 40 0 12 40 0 12 40 0 12 40 
- - -
138-131- 101 1 2/7 22- 23- 11 2/7 2/6 21- 21- 21 2/4 10- 10- 10 2/3 20- 19- 13 2/2 60- 53- 37 271- 255- 193 W.L. 
26- 26- 20 40- 36- 40 14- 14- 14 II- 4- I 12- 12- 7 0-0- 0 96- 92- 82 W.R. 
33- 33- 23 22- 21- 18 27- 27- 21 76- 76- 46 5- 5- 3 32- 32- 13 195- 194- 124 R. t. R. 
---
2 2/14 28- 28- 8 2/14 64- 63- 48 2/ 13 19- 18- 18 2/11 41- 41- 47 2/10 30-30- 20 2/9 33- 33- 18 215- 213- 159 W. L. 
25- 25- 12 18- 18- 12 38- 38- 31 13- 13- 7 39- 39- 19 0- 0- 0 133- 133- 81 W. R. 
15- 15- 8 27- 24- 10 33- 33- 21 49- 49- 22 3- 3- 3 25- 25- 7 152- 149- 71 R. t. R. 
- - -
3 2/21 54- 57- 27 2/21 95- 93- 57 2/20 20- 13- 18 2/18 33- 33- 23 2/17 34- 34- 18 2/16 62-59- 42 298- 28q- 185 W.L. 
5- 5- 4 10- 10- 9 18- 18- 25 57- 57- 23 36- 36- 7 0- 0- 0 126- 126- 68 W.R. 
27- 25- 14 25- 22- 15 15- 15- 15 24- 24- 8 19- 19- 7 31- 31- 16 141- 136- 75 R. I. R. 
---
4 2/28 27- '23- 12 2/28 57- 48- 34 2/27 12- 7- 8 2/25 7- 7- 12 2/24 32- 32- 26 2/23 46- 46- 32 181- 163- 124 W.L. 
10- 9- 7 22- 19- 7 14- 14- 14 II- II- 10 12- 12- 10 0- 0- 0 69- 65- 48 W. R. 
30- 25- 15 33- 31- 23 31- 31- 19 109- 109- 35 II- II- 11 17- 16- 13 231- 223- II6 R. I. R. 
-----
5 3/7 32- 30- 17 3/7 71- 62- 21 3/ 5 28- 28- 33 3/4 18- 18- 34 3/3 39- 39-32 4/2 46- 45- 32 234- 222- 11;9 W. L. 
14- 11- 7 40- 37- 31 20- 20- 18 28- 28- 17 14- 14- II 0- 0- 0 116- 110- 84 W.R. 
26- 24- 16 34- 31- 18 51- 51- 42 30- 30- 8 14- 14- 10 68- 68- 15 223- 218- 109 R.t. R' 
--- - -
6 3/14 14- 14- 5 3/14 70- 72- 26 3/12 15- 15- 17 3/11 0- 0- 0 3/10 101- 89- 65 4/9 194-191- 130 394- 381- 243 W. L. 
13- 12- 5 21- 21- 5 27- 27- 34 7- 7- 4 26- 26- 5 D- O- 0 93- 93- 53 W.R. 
16- 16- 8 22- 22- 4 30- 30- 29 41- 41- 22 14- 14- 7 19- 17- 8 142- 140- 78 R. t. R. 
---
7 3/21 11- 11- 8 3/21 53- 50- 24 3/19 II- II- 14 3/18 8- 8- 8 3/17 36- 36- 27 4/16 60- 58- 30 179- 174- 111 W.L. 
8- 9- 4 24'- 21- 8 6- 6- 6 0- 0- 0 27- 27- 8 0- 0- 0 65- 63- 26 W. R. 
16- 17- 12 17- 17- 4 45- 45- 34 20- 20- 5 9- 9- 3 37- 37- 19 144- 145- 77 R.1. R. 
-----_. _ _ ._-_ .. -
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of children Boas41 has reported that retarded individuals possess 
a late acceleration of growth, and that among the retarded individ-
uals the whole energy required for growth is expended in a very 
brief period. 
A comparison of Kentucky data42 on battery raised and range 
raised White Leghorns shows that from ten to twenty weeks of 
age the battery chicks were significantly heavier, but that both lots 
a:pproached similar mean weights from twenty-two to twenty-four 
weeks of age. 
III. THE NATURE OF THE EXPERIMENT 
Object of the Investigation 
The object of these investigations is to provide more complete 
growth data on Single Oomb White Leghorn, White Rock, and 
Single Comb Rhode Island Red chickens, and also to study some of 
the various factors affecting the growth process. Briefly and more 
specifically then, this work will deal with the following phases of 
the gro'wth phenomena: 
1. To establish gl'owth data for the pullets of the three breeds 
as determined by: 
a. Periodic weights. 
b. Gains. 
c. Percentage rate of growth. 
2. To compare the growth of cockerels with the growth of 
pullets. 
3. To compare growth of pullet progeny from one-year old 
females and from hens in their sec10nd laying year or older. 
4. To study the influence of time of hatching on the growth 
of pullets as measured by: 
a. Periodic weights. 
b. Gains. 
c. Percentage rate of growth . 
5. To show the relationship of the following climatic factors 
on 'the growth of pullets: 
a. Maximum temperature. 
b. Mean temperature. 
c. Humidity. 
d . Sunshine. 
41. Boas Franz Growth of Children, Science XXXVI (!912) , p. 815 . 
42. Buckner, G.' D., Insko, W . M., Jr. , and Martin, J. H., Growth of Leghorns, Poul. Sci. 
XIII (1934), 2, pp. 110·115. 
8 3/28 14-- 12- 7 3/28 68- 66- 36 3/26 13- 13- 16 3/2 14- 14- 14 
30- 27- 18 23- 23- 15 31- 31- 18 4-- 4- 3 
lO- S- 6 25- 23- 8 43- 43- 32 32- 32- 22 
9 4/f 17- 17- 7 4/4 57- 54- 17 4/2 24-- 24-- 20 
21- 20- 12 25- 21- 13 16- 16- 12 
4-- 3- 3 30- 28- 10 12- 12- 9 
-----
10 4/11 43- 43- 21 4/11 27- 26- 20 4/9 14-- 14-- 14 
19- 19- 16 18- IS- 12 25- 25- 0 
15- 15- 6 0- 0- 0 33- 33- 10 
11 4/18 48- 47- 38 
32- 35- 28 
10- 10- 10 
12 4/25 33- 24- 23 
24-- 22- 21 
U- 24- 20 
13 5/1 45- 43- 15 
7- 7- 7 
24-- 24- 21 
Total 388-372-199 700-665-38-! 177-164-179 131-131-148 
No. 234-227-161 241-224-152 209-209-172 124-124- 65 
Pullets* 250-239-162 235- 219-110 320-320- 232 381-381- 168 
-------
*First Row =Number of W. Leg. Pullets at hatching time and 12 and 40 weeks. 
Second Row =Number of ,V. Rock Pullets at hatching time and 12 and 40 weeks. 
Third Row =Number of R. l. Red Pullets at hatching time and 12 and 40 weeks. 
3/24 
3/31 
4/7 
81- 77- 46 
17- 16- 4 
20- 15- 4 
41- 38- 13 
24-- 20- 3 
9- 9- 3 
34- 33- 22 
0- 0- 0 
6- 6- 6 
448- 427-282 
207- 202- 74 
110-105- 57 
4/23 84- 79- 34 274-- 261- 153 
0- 0- 0 105- 101- 58 
41- 41- 21 171- 162- 93 
4/30 39- 38- 27 178- 171- 84 
0- 0- 0 86- 77- 40 
72- 71- 49 127- 123- 74 
5/6 47- 47- 31 165- 163- 108 
0- 0- 0 62- 62- 28 
23- 21- 18 77- 75- 40 
48- 47- 38 
32- 35- 28 
10- 10- 10 
- -
33- 24-- 23 
24- 22- 21 
24- 24-- 20 
45- 43- 15 
7- 7- 7 
24- 24- 21 
671- 649-413 2515-2408-1605 
D- O- 0 1015- 986- 624 
365-359- 179 1661-1623- 908 
Grand Total = 5191- 5017-3137 
(3 breeds) 
W.L. 
W. R. 
R. I. R. 
W.L. 
W.R. 
R. I. R. 
W.L. 
W.R. 
R. I. R . 
W.L. 
W.R. 
R. I. R. 
W.L. 
W.R. 
R. I. R. 
W.L. 
W.R. 
R. I. R. 
W.L. 
W.R. 
R. I. R. 
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Experimental Procedure 
The data presented herein were obtained at the Poultry Farm, 
Missouri College of Agriculture, on the station strains of Single 
Comb White Leghorns, White Rocks, and Single Comb Rhode 
Island Reds. The Leghorns and Rocks average slightly below stan-
dard ,>veight at maturity, but the Reds are approximately standard 
weight when mature. This data· extends over the years 1929 to 
1935, inclusive, with the exception of 1930. The year 1930 was 
excluded because of difficulty experienced with the help empl10yed 
in caring for the chicks which resulted in abnormal growth. Obser-
vations were made on a total of over 5,000 chicks hatched during 
the six year period. See Table 2. 
The chicks were hatched at weekly intervals beginning the 
first Saturday in February, and each hatch numbered consecutively 
throughout the hatching season. The number of hatches for each 
season varied from eight in 1933, to thirteen in 1929. Each chick 
wa::> pedigreed, being wing banded when removed from the pedi-
gree baskets at hatching time. The chicks were placed in ba:ttery 
brooders when removed from the incubator and kept .there for 
four weeks when they were transferred to 10'x12' oolony brooder 
houses equipped with colony brooder stoves and provided with 
yards 100 feet square. These yards supplied a reasonable amount 
of green feed except during extremely hot weather. The ma·les 
were separated from: the females at eight to twelve weeks of age 
in order that the pullets would not be overcrowded. 
All-mash rations were fed for the first eight weeks, being 
placed before the chicks when they were removed from the incuba-
tor and kept before them continuously. ht eight weeks of age 
the mash was changed a:nd cracked yellow corn was hopper fed 
until. the birds Were transfemed to the laying houses at about 
twenty-rour weeks of age. 
The compositions of the various ratilons fed were as follows: 
FROM TIME OF HATCH TO EIGHT WEEKS. 
1929_31_32 1933-34-35 
Yellow corn meaL ______________________ 50% 
Bran __________________________________ 15 % 
s harts _________________________________ 15 % 
Dried milk ____ ________ __ ________ _______ 15 % 
!:sone meaL ____________________________ 4 % 
SaIL __________________________________ 1 % 
Yellow corn meaL _____________________ 52% 
~¥~~H,~: --: i --1 -: -__ -_::: ~~ -~ -~: Ii I 
Note: I lb. cod liver oil added to each · 100 lbs. of the above mixtures. 
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From eight weeks until pullets were transferred to laying houses: Yellow corn meal _____________ __________________ 27% 
Bran ______ ____________ _________________________ 27% 
Shorts __________________________________________ 270/0 
1feat scrap ________ ______________________________ 10% 
Dried milk ______________________________________ 5% 
Bone meal ______________________________________ 40/0 
Salt ____________________________________________ 1 % 
In addition to the above mash the chicks were fed cracked yellow corn in 
hoppers. 
From the time the pullets were put in the laying houses the 
ration recommended by the Missouri Agricultuml Experiment Sta-
tion43 for laying hens was fed. 
All weights were taken at four week intervals to twenty 
weeks of age. After pullets were in laying houses the weights were 
recorded on the first day of each month. Scales weighing in grams 
were used to the age of eight weeks after which spring balance 
scaJes were used and weights were recorded to the nearest tenth 
of a pound. 
IV. ANALYSIS OF DATA AND RESULTS 
Normal Growth of White Leghorn, White Rock, and 
Rhode Island Red Pullets 
In order to establish normal growth dalt'a for White Leghorn, 
White Rock, and Rhode Island Red pullets to forty weeks of age, 
studies were made with 2,515 Leghom chicks, 1,015 White Rock 
chicks, and 1,661 Red chicks. Table 2 shows the hatching dates and 
the number of chicks in each lot at time of hatching, twelve weeks, 
and forty weeks 'of age. It was thought advisable to include these 
figures in order that the reader might know the number involved 
at each period. The number usually remained fairly constant until 
after the twenty-week period, when decreases in numbers were 
greater. 
Since the pullets were weighed on the first day of each month 
after they reached twenty weeks of age, it was necessary to cal-
culate the mean weights f'Or the four-week periods beginning with 
the twenty-four weeks period. These weights were determined 
by interpolations. By using this procedure for finding the later 
weights it was assumed thCl!t a constant rate of growth existed for 
each month, which is not theoretically correct, but any error would 
be too small to alter the results significantly. Mean weights in 
grams for each hatch at the four-wleek periods are based upon the 
number of pullets for which weights were recorded at ea'ch weigh-
ing, and not calculated frombnly the number surviving the experi-
43, Kempster, H. L., Feeding far Egg Pradu~tian, Missouri Agr. Exp. Stll. Cir. 290 (1932). 
18 MISSOURI AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
ment, except fo·r the seasons 1932 and] 933 when the latter method 
was used to determine mean weight from time of hatch to t wenty 
weeks. It has been observed,44 however, that there is no material 
difference in the t wo methods for measuring grOowth. The mean 
growth for each year was then calculated by averaging the abrove 
weights. All hatches were given equal weights in determining the 
mean annual gllowth. The normal growth was then establi shed by 
averaging the periodic weights found fOor each year. Thus, the 
normal four-weeks w eights are the means of the yearly weights, 
which in turn are the averages of the mean periodic weights for 
each hatch within the year. 
TABLE 3 .-NoRMAL WEIGHTS OF P U LLETS IN GRAMS FOR FOUR-WEEK PERIODS 
FROM TIME OF HATCHING TO FORTY WEEKS. 
LEGHOR NS AND REDS-6 YEARS (1929-31-32-33-34-35). 
WHITE ROCK S-5 YEARS (1929-31-32-33-34). 
White Leghorns White Rocks R. I. Reds 
Age 
in v\leeks 
Gms. Lbs. Gms. Lb,. G ms . Lb,. 
0 ____________ 39.7 0.087 41.0 0 .090 41.5 0 .091 4 ___________ _ 184 .0 0.41 179 . 2 0.39 186.2 0 . 41 8 _____ ______ _ 457.6 1.01 487.3 1.07 485.5 1.07 12 ___ ____ _____ 757.4 1.67 853.0 1.88 859.2 1.89 16 _________ __ _ 908.5 2.20 1,159.8 2.55 1,195.8 2.63 20 ______ ______ 1,161.9 2.56 1,404 . 1 3.09 1,449.0 3.19 24 ____ __ ____ __ 1,352.2 2.98 1,629.3 3.59 1,692.3 3.73 28 ____ __ ___ ___ 1,478.6 3 . 26 1, 916 . 3 4.22 1,964.0 4.33 32 _________ _ ._ 1,549.7 3.41 2,127.4 4 .69 2,214 . 9 4.88 36 ____________ 1,572.8 3.46 2,233.7 4.92 2,380.7 5.24 40 __ ____ ______ 1,587.3 3.50 2,290.3 5.04 2,480.5 5.46 
Table 3 shows the normal weights at four-week intervals 
tOo forty weeks of age. It will be observed that there are no signifi-
cant differences in weights of pullets of the three breeds to four 
weeks of age after which time the Legh Oorns weigh considerably 
less than the Rocks and Reds. A slight difference in weights of the 
Rocks a'nd Reds becomes apparent at sixteen weeks. The advan-
tage is in favor of the Reds and is m'aintained thpoughout the 
forty-week period. By c'Ompari son of Table 3 with Table 1 it is 
found thart the normal weights of the White L eghorn pullets in 
the Missouri Station fl ock are in close approximation with those 
observed at St·orrs4G and Corne1l4 •1 at time of hatch and at four 
weeks of age. At sixteen and twenty weeks, however, the Missouri 
pullets were considerably lighter, which is to be 'expected since 
44. Buckner, Insko, and Martin, p. 115. 
45. Card and Kirkpatrick, p. 371. 
46. Heuser and Andrews, p. 4. 
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they are a smaller strain of mature Leghorns. Tlhe Rhode Island 
Reds in our studies averclge lighter at the later periods than did 
those used in the investigations at North Carolina47 and Massa-
chusetts.48 The normal \iVhite Rock weights are significantly 
lighter after the eight-week period than were those repo'rted by 
the Purdue49 Station, but greater than weights obtained on White 
Rocks at Illinois. roo Alt the age of forty weeks the breeds weighed 
as follows: White Leghorns, 1587 grams (3,5 pounds); White 
Rocks, 2,290 grams (5.04 pounds); and Rhode Island Reds, 2480 
grams (5.46 pounds). 
GM.r---r-.---r--,.....-,.---.---,----,---.---, 
25CO 
5CO 
------ WHITE LEGHORNS • __ -----
--- WHITE WCKS ,-
-- RHODE ISLAND REDS ; ... / .p.~~:-~- -----------
~/------
,.,./ .... 
-' 
/~.,.,." .. -' 
8 ~ ~ ~ ~ w § * ~ 
AGE, WEEKS 
Fig. I.-Normal growth curves for White Leg-
horn, White H.ock, and H.hode Island Red pullets. 
Figure 1 shows the normal growth curves . At f.orty weeks the 
Leghorn pullets have ceased to make any appreciable gains, show-
ing that they have approached maturity. The graph also suggests 
that the vVhite Rock pullets are approaching mature weights, since 
there is a tendency for their g110wth curve to progress horizontally. 
The Red pullets are continuing to make relatively large gains, 
thus indicating that they have not reached their mature weights 
at forty-weeks of age. 
Normal Gains 
Table 4 shows the actual gains made by pullets expressed in 
grams and as percentage of total gain made from time of hatch 
to forty weeks of age. The greatest gClJins per bird for all breeds 
were made during the 9-12 week period. In general, after the age 
of twelve weeks the gains made per four-week interval gradually 
declined. For the first four-week period there was very little clif-
47. Kaupp. 
48. Hays and Sanborn, p. 306. 
49. Philips. 1918, p. 14. 
50. Mitchell, Card, and Hamilton, 1926, p. 75. 
TABLE 4.-NoRMAL GAINS IN PULLET WEIGHTS BY FOUR-WEEK PERIODS IN GRAMS AND PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL FORTy-WEEK GAINS. 
White Leghorn. White Rocks Rhode I sland Reds 
Age in Week. 
Gains in % of 0-40 Cumulative Gains in % of 0-40 Cumulative Gains in % of 0-40 Cumulative 
Grams Wk. Gain % Grams Wk. Gain % Grams Wk. Gain % 
0- 4 ________ __ ___ ____ ____ ________ 144.3 9.32 9.32 138.2 6.14 6.14 144.7 5.93 5.93 5- 8 __ __ _____ _____ _________ ___ ___ 273.6 17.68 27.00 308.1 13.70 19.84 299.3 12.27 18.20 9-IL _____ _____ __ _______________ _ 299.8 19.37 46.37 365.7 16.26 36.10 373 . 7 15 . 32 33.52 13-16 ___________ ____________ ___ __ _ 241.1 15 .58 61.95 306.8 13.64 49.74 336.6 13 .80 47.32 17-20 ___________ ___ _______________ 163.4 10.56 72.51 244.3 10.86' 60.60 253.2 10.38 57.70 21- 2L _____ _____ ___ ___ ___ _________ 190.3 12 . 30 84.81 225.2 10.01 70.61 243.3 9.98 67.68 25-28 _____ __ _____ ___ ___ ____ _______ 126.4 8.17 92.98 287.0 12.76 83.37 271.6 11.14 78.82 29- 3L __ ____________________ ______ 71.1 4.59 97 .57 211.1 9.38 92.75 251.0 10.29 89.11 33- 36 ___________ __________________ 23.1 1.49 99.06 106.3 4.73 97.48 165.7 6.79 95.90 37-40 _______________________ ____ __ 14.5 0.94 100.00 56.6 2.52 100.00 99.9 4.10 100.00 
0--40 ___ ___ __ ____ ______ _______ ___ _ 1547.6 100.00 2249.3 100.00 2+39.0 100.00 
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ference in gains made by the three breeds. After the fourth week 
the actual gains in grams made by the Leghorns were significantly 
smaller than those made by Rocks and Reds. Expressed as per-
centage of total gains, the Leghorns grew faster than the other 
breeds through the twenty-fourth week. Relatively little growth 
was made by the Leghorn pullets aHer the twenty-eighth week. 
Following the 5-8 weeks period the Reds made the greatest actual 
gains, with the excepti'on of the 25-28 weeks period when the White 
Rock pullets put on more weight. 
I t is interesting to compare our dwta with those of Heuser 
and Andrews 51 who have reported that there was a tendency for 
gains to increase to twelve weeks, after which time there w:as CI! 
general decline in rate of gain. The cycles of growth represented 
in our figures are very much in accord with those observed by 
Kempster and Henderson,02 who observed that largest gains were 
made from the tenth to the fourteenth week, followed by a six-
weeks peri.od of slow growth, which in turn was followed by four 
weeks of greater gains. It is interesting to note that the average 
Leghorn pullet gained slightly more during the 21-24 weeks period 
than for the period preceding. The same was experienced with 
the other two breeds except that it occured when the pullets were 
four weeks older, i. e., 25-28 weeks. This same phenomenon has 
been observed at the Purdue Station,53 and it was concluded that 
such increases in weight at these periods were an indication that 
the birds would slOon lay. Our data apparently substantiates this 
theory, since these are the approximate ages at which the maj10rity 
of the pullets commenced laying. 
Normal Percentage Rate of Growth 
In this investigCLtion the percentage rates of growth were com-
puted by the use of Brody's54 modification of Minot's formula, 
(W2 - Wl) R· I· 1 W· 1 ... I . 1 d 
-'-----'-' - x 100= ate, 111 w 11C 1 1 IS t 1e 111ltla welg 1t an 
1/2(W1+W2 ) 
W 2 the weight a t the end of the period. Although this ~ormula 
fails to take into account the instantaneous compoundings occurr-
ing in the growth process, it proves a satisfactory measure of com-
parison. 
The percentage rates of growth for pullets of the three breeds 
by four-week periods from time of ha1tching to forty weeks are 
51. Loc cit. 
52. Lac cit. 
53. Philips, 1918. 
54. Brody, Samuel, Growth and Development, III, Mo. Agr. Exp. Sta. Res. Bu!. 97 (1927), 
pp. 14·23. 
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sho\vn in Table 5 and Fig. 2. For the initial four-weeks period, the 
Leghorns grew at a faster rate than either the Rocks or Reds, but 
for all the following periods the growth rates of the two heavy 
breeds were greater, with the one exception of the 21-24 weeks 
period when the Leghorn pt:llets grew faster than the White Rock 
TABLE 5.-NoRMAL PERCENTAGE RATES OF GROWTH OF PULLETS BY FOUR-WEEK 
PERIODS FROM TIME OF HATCHING TO FORTY WEEKS. 
Age in Weeks 
0-4 ___________________ __________ __________ . __ 
5-8 ___________________________________ ___ ___ _ 
9-12 ______ ________ ____________ ______________ _ 
13-16 __________________________ ___ ___________ _ 
17-20 ________________ ________________________ _ 
21-24 ____________________________ __ ___ _____ __ _ 
25-28 ________________________________________ _ 
29-32 ______________ ________________________ __ _ 
33-36 ___ __ ____ __ _____ ________________________ _ 
37-40 ____ ______ ___ ___________________________ _ 
White 
Leghorns, 
Per cent 
129.0 
86.02 
4Q.6 
27.46 
15.13 
15 .14 
8.93 
4.69 
1.48 
0.92 
White 
Rocks, 
Per cent 
125 .5 
92.45 
54 .57 
30.48 
19.06 
14.85 
16 . 19 
10.44 
4.87 
2.50 
Rhode 
Island Reds, 
Per cent 
127.1 
89.12 
55.58 
32.76 
19.15 
15.49 
14.86 
12.01 
7.21 
4.11 
pullets. Fig. 2 shows this increase in growth rate. It is also of 
interest to note that the curve showing the growth rate of the 
White Rock pullets shows a similar increase at the 25-28 weeks 
period. These increases in growth rates at the later periods are 
not surprising when we consider the actual gains made during these 
intervals as shown by Table 4_ The Rhode Island Red pullets failed 
WHITE LEGHORNS 
WHITE ROCKS 
RHODE ISLAND REDS 
Fig. 2.-Normal rate of growth of White Leghorn, 
White Rock, and Rhode Island Red pullets. 
to show an increased rate of growth for the 25-28 week interval 
although their actual gain in grams was greater during this period 
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tha;J1 for the preceding four weeks. This is nOit unusual when we 
realize that the percentage rate of growth is the absolute gain fOf 
the four weeks period relative to the average weight for the inter-
val. In the case of the Red pullets the increase in gains were too 
small to overcome the increase in average weight and be reflected 
in a higher growth rate. 
Theoretically, the percentage rate of growth will approach 
zero as physiological maturity is attained. Our data indicate that 
neither of the three breeds studied had fully developed physiolog-
ically at forty weeks of age, but the Leghorn pullets were more 
mature than tlhose of the other breeds, and the White Rock pullets 
were more fully developed than the Reds. Previous work55 with 
White Leghorns indicated that pullets were growing as well as 
producing eggs during the first part of their pullet year, and that 
the maximum weight for the first laying year was reached when 
the birds were about twelve months of age. 
Comparative Growth of Pullets and Cockerels 
The data used in these studies of the relative growth of pullets 
and cockerels of the White Leghorn, White Rock, and Rhode Is-
land Red breeds are based upon over 3,000 chicks hatched in 193.2 
and 1933. Most of the cockerel chicks were marketed at ages of 
eight to twelve weeks. Data on cockerels after the eight-week 
period are for those birds that were retained for prospective breed-
ing purposes. Selection of cockerels to be retained was not made 
upon a basis of body weight. Although the number of cockerels 
in our studies was grea:tly reduced after the eight-week weighing, 
the remaining number was large enough t o provide a representa-
tive sample. The comparison could not be made past the twenty-
weeks period, because the males became scattered about the farm 
in the various breeding pens, and adequate data were not available 
on the cockerels f.or the later periods. 
Table 6 shows the weights of the pullets and cockerels of the 
three breeds to twenty weeks of age, and also the pullet weights 
expressed as percentages of the cockerel weights. It will be 
observed that the hClJtching weights of the cockerels are slightly 
greater than those of the pullets in each case, the differences are 
hardly large enough to be significant. At four weeks of age the 
cockerels continue to have a slight weight advantage, but the 
margins are insignificant with the possible exception of the White 
Legh9rns, in which case the pullet weights aTe 93.1 per cent of 
55 . Heuser and Andrews, p. 15. 
TABLE 6.-COMPARISON OF COCKEREL AND PULLET WEIGHTS BY FOUR-WEEK PERIODS. 
White Leghorns 
Age in Weeks 
Cockerels' Pu!lets 
0 _____ ___ ________________ _______ _ 40 . 3 39 . 6 4. ____ _________________ _________ _ 203.0 189.0 8 ______ _________ ____ ______ _______ 563.0 492.0 12 _______________________________ _ 997.0 804.0 16 _____ ___ _______________________ _ 1315 .0 1036.0 20 ____ _____ _____ __ ______ __ ________ 1563.0 1207.0 
'Data on 480 cockerels, 0-8 weeks; 67 cockerels, 9-20 weeks. 
tData on 4-34 cockerels, 0-8 weeks; 93 cockerels, 9-20 weeks. 
3Data on 826 cockerels, 0-8 weeks; 197 cockerels, 9-20 weeks. 
% Pullet Wt. 
of Ckl. Wt. Cockerels' 
98.2 40 . 7 
93.1 185.0 
87.4 553 .0 
80.6 1092.0 
78.8 1451.0 
77.2 1831. 0 
Weight in Grams 
White Rocks Rhode Island Reds 
% Pullet Wt. 
Pullets of Ckl. Wt. Cockerels' Pullets 
% Pullet Wt. 
of Ckl. Wt. 
40.5 99.5 42.2 41.9 99.3 
176.0 95.1 188.0 85.0 98.4 
493.0 89 . 2 528.0 488.0 92.4-
876.0 80.2 1027.0 880.0 85.7 
1195.0 82.4 1427.0 1210.0 85.5 
1432 .0 78 . 2 1812 .0 1464.0 80.8 
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the cockerel weights. A marked weight advantage of the males 
becomes apparent at eight weeks, being greater with the Leghorns 
and smaller with the Rhode Island Reds. This sex differential in 
weight increases as the chicks grow older. Using the pullet 
weights as percentages of the cockerel weights as a means of 
measuring the differential, we observe that at twenty weeks it was 
",'7.2 per cent with the Leghorns, 7S.2 per cent with the Rocks, and 
SO .S per cent with the Reds. 
TABLE 7.-COMPARISON OF FOUR-VVEEK GAINS MADE BY COCKERELS AND PULLETS. 
1932 AND 1933 
Gain in Grams 
Age in Weeks White Leghorns White Rocks R. I. Reds 
Cocke rels Pullets Cockerels Pullets Cockerels Pullets 
0-4 ___ _____ ____ __________ 163 149 144 136 146 143 5-8 _______ ____ ________ ___ 360 303 368 317 340 303 9-12 _____ _____ ________ ___ 434 312 539 383 499 392 13-16 __ ________________ ___ 318 232 359 319 400 330 17-20 ____________________ _ 248 17 1 380 237 385 254 
When the actual gains in grams for the four-week intervals 
are considered, a study of Table 7 reveals that in every instance 
foHowing the first four-week period the cockerels made appreciably 
greater gains than did the pullets. The greatest gains observed 
were those on the cockerels from nine to twelve weeks of age. It 
has been pointed out elsewhere that this period is characterized 
by high pullet gains. Within the limits of this study, there is a 
tendency for the gains on both cockerels and pullets to decrease 
following the 9-12 "'leeks period. It is of interest to note that the 
greatest gains 'ma:de to eight weeks lof age were for the White 
Leghorn cockerels, after which time the cockerels of the other 
breeds gained considerably more. 
A comparison of the percentage rates of growth of pullets and 
cockerels is presented in Table 8. In general the cockerels grow at 
a faster rate to twelve weeks of age than do the pullets. For the 
first four weeks both sexes grow at about equal rates, but during 
the 5-S weeks period and the 9-12 weeks period there appears a 
difference in rates of growth in favor of the cockerels. The 13-16 
week period is characterized by a convergence of the pullet and 
cockerel growth rates. 
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TABLE B.-COMPARISON OF THE PERCENTAGE RATES OF GROWTH OF COCKERELS 
AND PULLETS. 
Age in Weeks 
0-4- __ . ____________ __ ___ _ 
5 -8 _________ ______ ______ _ 
9-12 ____ ______ ____ ______ _ 
13-16 _____ __ ___ ____ . __ ___ _ 
17-20 ___ _________________ _ 
1932 AND 1933 
Rate: of Growth-Per cent 
White Leghorns White Rocks R. r. Reds 
Cockerels Pullets Cockerels PuIlets Cockerels Pu llets 
134 
94 
56 
28 
17 
130 
89 
48 
25 
15 
127 
100 
66 
28 
23 
126 
95 
56 
31 
IS 
127 
95 
64 
33 
24 
127 
90 
57 
32 
19 
Growth of Progeny From Hens Versus Progeny From Pullets 
For the year 1929 data "v ere collected O'n pullet progeny from 
hens in their first laying season and hens in their second year of 
production or older. The study included only White Rocks and 
Rhode Island Reds since all the White Leghorns were hatched 
from hens only. The results of the investigation are presented in 
Table 9. ·With the Rhode Island Reds the differences in the two 
groups were so slight that they were insignificant. A slight advan-
tage in favor of the progeny from hens prevailed. At forty weeks 
of age, however, the difference of thirty-one grams amounted to 
only about one per cent in favor of the progeny from the older 
breeding stock. With the White Rocks the progeny from pullets 
were heavier at four weeks, but for the following periods the 
pullets from the older dams maintained a slight advantage. At forty 
weeks a difference of thirty-three grams was insignificant. It is 
apparent that the progeny from the younger breeders grew as 
rapidly and attained the same adult weights as did the progeny 
from older breeding stock. Only large eggs of standard weight 
(2 ounces each) were used for incubation. 
Later investigationsilG with White Leghorn pullets at this 
station warrant similar conclusions. 
56. U npublisbed data. 
TABLE 9.- COMPARISON OF GROWTH OF PULLET PROGENY FROM HENS AND PULLETS. \\TRITE ROCKS AND RHODE ISLAND REDS. 
1929 
White Rock Pullets Rhode I sland Red Pullets 
Age in \Veeks From Hens From Pullets From Hens From Pullets 
Number \Vt. in Grams Number 'Vt. in Grams Number Wt. in Grams I Number Wt. in Grams 
4________ _____ ___ _________ ____ 77 174 IH 199 176 202 84 187 8______ _______ _______ ____ _____ 77 438 152 426 178 409 80 422 12_______ _______ ____________ ___ 78 797 H7 774. 170 819 80 769 16__________ ____ __ __ _______ __ __ 75 1043 149 995 167 1190 77 1032 20_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 75 1193 151 1287 163 138! 75 1334 U___________ ______ __________ _ 74. 1494- 140 1425 161 1687 60 1658 28_ ~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 70 1892 128 1798 150 1966 54 1895 J 2_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 69 2049 118 2032 141 2216 50 2193 36_________ __ _____ __ _______ ____ 62 2176 112 2095 132 2358 46 2374 40_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4. 7 2226 J09 2193 128 HOI 43 2370 
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Influence of Time of Hatching on Growth of Pullets 
In order to determine any possible influence of the time of 
hatching o.n the growth process, the average growth for each lot 
of chicks with corresponding hatching dates in the several years 
wa'S found. Thus, the periodic weights for Hatch No.. 1 refers to 
the ,average of the periodic weights for the first hatches for the 
six years studied. Table 2, page 14, shows the hatching dates, 
the number of pullets in each hatch for each year, and the total 
number in each hatch for the six-year period. It is to be noted 
that in some years there were less than ten hatches f'Or the three 
breeds. All comparisons made in these studies will be within the 
first' ten hatches, i. e., those chicks hcttched in the period February 
2 to April 11, a period of nine weeks. 
An examination of the data given in Table 10 shows that an 
advance in the hatching date had very little effect on day old chicks' 
weights. After the pullets reached four weeks of age the earlier 
hatched birds vvere considerably heavier than those hatched later 
in the seas'on. These. differences in weights' of the early and late 
hatched chicks increased until the maximum was reached at about 
twenty weeks. Comparing the 1 and 2 groups, early hatched, with 
groups 9 and 10, late hatched, it will be noted that the early hatched 
pullets at the age of twenty weeks exceeded the weight of the late 
hatched groups as follows: White Leghorns, 153 grams; White 
Rocks, 235 grams; and Rhode Island Reds, 261 grams. With the 
White Leghorns the weight advantage of the pullets in the earlier 
ha.fched groups was maintained until twenty-eight weeks o.f age 
when the mean weights of all groups were about the same. This 
same pheniO'ffienon occurred with the W,hite Rocks and the Rhode 
Island Reds except that it was delayed four weeks, i. e., at thirty-
two weeks of age. At forty weeks there existed only very slight 
differences in the weights of pullets in the various groups of the 
same breed. 
Figure 3 is a graphical presentation shoWling the nature of the 
growth made by pullets o,f the three breeds. These curves are based 
on the data in Table 10. In order to avoid complicating the figure, 
only three groups were plotted. In each case the three weights were 
together at time of hatching, and as the birds became older the dif-
ference between the weights of the three groups became increas-
ingly greater to about twenty weeks of age, following which time 
thepe was the tendency for the weight differences to decrease. 
With the White Leghorn pullets the later hatched chicks equaled 
TABLE lO.-COMPARISON OF PERIODIC WEIGHTS OF PULLETS IN DIFFERENT HATCHES. \VHITE LEGHORNS, WHITE ROCKS, AND RHODE 
ISLAND REDS. SIX YEARS. \\IEIGHTS IN GRAMS. 
White Leghorns White Rocks Rhode 1,Iand Reds 
Hatch Numbers Hatch Nu mbers Hatch Numbers 
Age in Weeks 
1 & 2 3&4 5&6 7&8 9 & 10 1 & 2 3&4 5 & 6 7 & 8 9 & 10 1 & 2 3 & 4 5&6 7&8 9 & 10 
------------------------------------------
0 _________________ 39.6 40.1 40.7 39.3 39.2 40.6 41.1 41.5 41.6 40 . 9 41. 7 41.5 41.8 41.5 40.7 4 _____ ____________ 190 182 182 177 176 184 181 176 180 172 198 186 192 184 172 S _________________ 496 476 459 438 405 535 508 470 455 430 538 504 480 471 414 12 _________________ S13 775 735 732 694 917 881 826 791 777 951 895 848 798 759 16 ______ ___________ lOSS 1022 979 972 915 1243 1208 1141 1086 1052 1317 1248 1187 1130 1050 20 ______ ___ __ ______ 1231 1163 117l 1\36 1078 1515 1419 1403 1353 1280 1541 1482 1470 1391 1280 24. _____ _________ ___ 1371 1348 1317 1380 1290 1665 1617 1677 1610 1521 1760 1701 1730 1643 1532 28 ______ ___________ 1473 1463 1464 1490 1463 1942 1971 1922 1857 1854 1992 1980 2002 1921 IS23 32 _____ __ __________ 1536 1525 1536 1571 1535 2111 2143 2185 2111 2064 2173 2198 2258 2244 2135 36 _____ __ ___ _______ 1574 1530 1591 1580 1552 2225 2285 2294 2153 2195 2367 2406 2402 2415 2323 40 _____ ____ ________ 1574 1562 1626 1590 1559 2264 2281 2347 2301 2285 2496 2547 2497 2499 2375 
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@8oo 
3600 
400 
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-- HATCHES 1&2 
--- HATCHES 5&6 
------ HATCHES 9&10 
2CCXJ 
1800 
1600 
1400 
j:1200 
1..9 
w1CCXJ 3: 
800 
6 HATCHES 1 &2 
HATCHES 5& 6 
HATCHES 9&10 
WHITE ROCKS 
-- HATCHES 1 & 2 
--- HATCHES 5 &6 
------. HATCHES 9 & 10 
R.. I. R.EDS 
8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 
AGE, WEEKS AGE, WEEKS 
Fig. 3.-The influence of hatching date 011 the growth curves of White Leghorn, 
White Rock, and Rhode Island Red pullets-six-year period. 
the weights of the earlier chicks at twenty-eight weeks, evS has 
already been pointed out. In the case of the White Rock pullets 
the weights of the earliest hatched gJ.1OUp and the middle group 
converged at about twenty-four weeks of age, but the latest hatched 
group remained lighter until the period between the twenty-eighth 
and thirty-second weeks. It is of interest to note the similarity of 
the curves representing growth of the White Rocks and the Rhode 
Island Reds. 
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The nature of the curves presented in Fig. 3 indicates that the 
early hatched pullets grew faster for about the first twenty weeks, 
following which time there was a tendency for the earlier chicks 
to grow slower and the later hatched chicks to accelerate their 
growth, i. e., to. co.mpensate for the relatively slow growth made 
during the first twenty weeks. A compar3Jtive analysis of the gains 
made by eetrly and late hatched. pullets should add further emphasis 
to this phenomenon. Such data is included in Table 11. Hettches 1 
and 2 are designated as early hatched and hatches 9 and 10 as late 
hatched. To an age of twenty weeks the early hatched pullets 
made noticeably greater gains flQr each four weeks interval than 
did the late hatched group, with the one exception of the Rhode 
Island Red pullets from 17-20 weeks of age. In this case the dif-
ference was very small. From twenty to thirty-two weeks of age 
the late hatched group outgained the early hatched, initially faster 
growing, birds. The probable cause of this accelerated growth in 
the later ages by the late hatched pullets will be discussed bter 
in this bulletin. 
The early hatched White Leghorn pullets made their greatest 
gains it-10m 9-12 weeks after which there was a gradual decline in 
the amount of gains made, whereas the late hatched pullets made 
greater gains from 21-24 weeks than they did for the preceding 
period. It will also be noticed that the late hatched Leghorn 
pullets made a greater gain for the 25-28 weeks interval than for 
the 17-20 weeks period. With the White Rock pullets of the early 
hatches the greatest gains were made during the 9-12 weeks inter-
val, follo.wing which there were decreased periodic gains until 25-28 
weeks when a gain of 277 grams occurred. This exceeded the gain 
of the previous period and equaled that of the 17-20 week period. 
During the 25-28 weeks period the late hatched Rocks made gains 
practically as great as those made from 9-12 weeks. For the Rhode 
Island Reds the gains made by the early hatched pullets for the 
17-20, 21-24, and 25-28 weeks periods were abo.ut the same. \Vith 
the late hatched pullets the gains made for the 29-32 weeks period 
were about as great as those made during the 9-12 weeks period. 
Table 11 also gives the percentage of normal gains for the 
early andla te hatched pullets of the three breeds. The early hatched 
pullets made greater than ;10l'mal gains until twenty weeks of age 
and made less than normal gains from this time to. thirty-two weeks 
of age. On the other hand, the late hatched pullets made gains 
TABLE ll.-COMPARISON OF GROWTH OF EARLY AND LATE HATCHED PULLETS BY SHOWING GAINS IN GRAMS AND 
PERCENTAGE OF NORMAL GAINS. 
White Leghorns White Rocks Rhode Island Reds 
Hatches 1 $< 2 Hatches 9 $< 10 Hatches 1 $< 2 Hatches 9 & 10 Hatches 1 & 2 Hatches 9 & 10 
Age in Weeks 
Gain ill % Gain in % Gain in % Gain in % Gain in % Gain in % 
Grams Normal Grams Normal Grams Normal Grams Normal Grams Normal Grams Normal 
0- 4 ________ ___ __ ___ 150 106 137 95 144- 104 131 95 156 108 131 90 5- 8 _______ ____ __ ___ 306 112 229 84 350 104 259 84 340 114 260 87 9-12 ________________ 317 106 289 96 382 104 347 95 413 110 326 87 13-16 _______ ___ ___ ___ 242 100 221 92 326 106 275 90 366 109 291 86 17-20 ____________ ____ 176 108 163 100 272 111 228 93 224 89 230 91 21-24 ________ ________ 140 74 212 112 150 67 241 107 218 90 252 104 25-2L ___________ ___ 102 81 173 137 277 96 333 116 232 86 291 107 29-3L _______ ____ ___ 61 86 72 101 169 80 210 100 182 73 312 124 33-36 ________________ 38 
---
16 
---
114 
---
131 
-- -
194 117 188 113 37-40 ________________ a 
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below normal until twenty-four weeks of age after which gCl!ins 
above normal were experienced as shown in the table. 
Percentage rates of growth of early and late hatched pullets 
are compared in Table 12. The rate of growth of the early hatched 
Leghorn pullets gradually declined as they increased in age. With 
the la te hatched group a slight increase in the rate was experienced 
in the 21-24 weeks period. In the case of the White Rocks, both 
the early and late hatched pullets grew mo're rapidly in the 25-28 
weeks intervals than they did when fo ur weeks younger. 
TABLE 12.-PERCENTAGE RATE S OF GROWTH* OF EARLY AND LATE HATCHED 
PULLETS OF THREE BREEDS. 
SIX- YEAR PERIOD. 
White Leghorns White Rocks R. I. Reds 
Age in Weeks 
Hatches Hatches Hatches Hatches Hatches Hatches 
1 & 2 9 & 10 1 & 2 9 & 10 1 & 2 9 & 10 
0·4 ___ _________________ __ 131 127 128 123 130 123 5-8 ___ ___________ ________ 89.3 84,5 97 ... 86,0 92.5 86.3 9-12 ____ _________ ___ _____ 48.5 52 . 5 52.6 57 . 5 55.4 54.9 13-1 6 __ _____ _________ __ ___ 25.9 27,5 30. 2 30.1 32 . 3 32.2 17-20 ___ _______ __ _____ ___ _ 1+,7 16.4 19.7 19.6 15.7 19.7 21 -24 ________ _____ ____ ____ 10,8 17 ,9 9,4 17 .3 13 . 2 17 .9 25-28 _______ _____________ _ 7.7 12.5 15 .4 19. 8 12 .4 17 .4 29-32 ______ ___ _________ ___ 4.1 4.8 8. 3 10,7 9.2 15 .8 33- 36 ____________ ____ _____ 2, 5 1.0 5.2 6.2 8.5 8.4 37-40 ____ __ _______________ 0 0 0 0 5.3 2.2 
W2 - W1 
*Rate of Growth = x 100 
;1(W1 + W2) 
Comparisons of the various measures of growth of early and 
late hatched pullets indicate that the retarded growth experienced 
by the late hatched pullets at the earlier a:ges resulted in acceler-
ated growth at later ages. A discuss ion of some probable factors 
relating to this phenomenon are included in the following pages. 
The Influence of Certain Climatic Factors on Growth of Pullets 
Investigations at several stations57 - 6o have suggested that var ia-
tions in clim'atic c1onditions might account for the d ifference in 
weight of chicks hatched at various dates during the hatching 
season. In order t o make an approach to such a study, the nature 
of the growth of pullets of the three breeds in the first and tenth 
hatches for the six-year period was studied in relation to certain 
57. Mitchell, Card, and Hamilton, 1926, p. 124. 
58. Kleiber and Dougherty. 
59. Parker. 
60. Asmundsen and Lloyd. 
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climatic conditions, namely: maximum temperature, mean tem-
peraJture, humidity, and sunshine. The data on the weather were 
taken from mJonthly meterological summaries published by the U. S. 
Weather Bureau Station, Columbia, Mo. Temperature was meas-
ured in degrees Fahrenheit, humidity as the per cent of relative 
humidity at 7 a . m. daily, and sunshine in per cent o.f the number 
of hours possible sunshine for each day. 
Periodic Gains 
Temperatures.-Tables 13, 14 and 15 show the relation of 
monthly* gains made by early and late hatched pullets to average 
monthly mean and maximum temperatures, per cent humidity, and 
per cent sunshine. The same information is portrayed graphica.Jly 
in Fig. 4. With the White Leghorn pullets it is readily apparent 
that the gains made by the first hatch to twenty weeks o.f age were 
much greater than those of the tenth hatch. It is also noted that 
the temperaJtures were considerably lower fo.r this period in the 
case of the early hatched pullets. The graph also shows that this 
same condition was lexperienced with the White Rock and the 
Rhode Island Red pullets. 
It has already been pointed out that the later hatched, initially 
slower growing pullets, grew aJt an accelerated rate at later ages 
such that they overcame any weight advantage possessed by the 
early hatched, initially faster growing pullets. When did this ac-
celeration tOf growth commence? From Figure 4 it is observed that 
the compensated gr'owth of the Leghorn pullets in the tenth hatch 
was made after the temperature curves had declined from their 
peaks, with the maximum temperature at about 80°F and the mean 
temperature under 70°F. With the White Rocks and Rhode Island 
Reds this acceleration of growth was not pronounoed until four 
weeks later in the Season when the respective temperaJtures were 
about ten degrees lo,wer, i. e., at an average monthly maximum 
temperature and mean temperature of about 70°F and 60°F, respec-
tively. In the 21-24 weeks interval White Ro.ck and Rhode Island 
Red pullets of the first haJtches gained less than they did in either 
the preceding or succeeding four. weeks periods. Further examina-
tion of the graphs and the data in Tables 14 and 15 reveals that this 
four weeks period was characterized by the highest temperatures 
during the forty weeks of growth. Summarizing the above, it 
seems probable thaJt the retarded growth at the earlier ages of 
the late hatched pullets was caused by the higher temperatures 
* Throughout this bulletin the term "monthly" refers to a period of twenty-eight days. 
TABLE 13.-THE RELATION OF AVERAGE MONTHLY* TEMPERATURE, PER CENT OF HUMIDITY AND PER CENT OF SUNSHINE ON MONTHLY 
GAINS AND PERCENTAGES OF NORMAL GAINS OF VVHITE LEGHORN PULLETS. 
Hatch 1-(6-year Average) Hatch 10-(5-year Average)' 
Growth 
Period Temperature Temperature 
in lVeeks % Degrees F. % Degrees F. 
Gain in Normal % % Gain in Normal % % 
Grams Gain Humidity Sunshine Grams Gain Humidity Sunshine 
Max. Mean Max. Mean 
0- L ____ _____ __ ____ 148.1 103 44.5 35.5 79.6 58.2 132.9 92 66.4 55.9 74 .6 61.0 5- 8 _________ _______ 317.3 116 54.0 H.2 77 .9 57.0 225.4 82 75.0 65.5 77 .2 64.0 9-12 _____ ___________ HO.O 113 65.8 55.0 76.2 59.8 270.2 90 86 .0 75.3 91.1 73.1 13-16 ___ _____ ____ ____ 224.0 93 73.5 63.0 77 .8 62.0 249.4 103 92.4 81.4 76.6 77 .5 17-20 ____ ___ _________ 172.2 105 84.3 73.5 79.0 67.5 153.8 94 88.0 78 .8 80.9 72.& 2l-2'L _____ _____ ____ 138.3 73 91.3 80.2 77 .0 7&.0 228.0 120 80.6 69.8 83.2 67.7 25-28 _____________ " __ 104.4 83 90.5 80.3 80 .0 73.5 176.6 140 70.9 61.5 84.0 62.7 29-32 _____ ___ ______ __ 34.1 48 82.8 72.0 83.6 68.7 72.0 101 58.0 50.0 82.1 48.6 33-36 _______ _________ H.9 
--
73.5 63.2 83 .9 65.8 -3.8 
--
43.0 38.4 83.7 46.9 37-40 _____ _______ ____ 
-13.2 
--
62.0 53.4 81.9 55.0 &.2 
--
40.7 35.0 82.5 47.1 
TotaL __ ___ __ ______ 1510 1513 
-- - --- - -- - - ---- - - - - -
*Twenty-eight days. 
'No hatches for 1931, 1933. 
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TAB L E 14.-RELATION OF AVERAGE MONTHLY* TEMPERA TURE , PER C E NT OF H UMIDITY, AND PER CENT OF SUNSHINE ON MONTHLY GAINS 
AND PERCENTAGES OF NORMAL GAINS OF WHITE ROCK P U LLET S. 
---
Ha tc h 1-(5-yea r Average)' Hatch 1O- (3 -yea r Average)' 
Growth 
Period Te mperature Temperature 
in Weeks % Degrees F. % Degrees F. 
Gain in Normal % % Gain in Normal % % 
Grams Gain 
I 
H umid ity Suns hi n~ G rams Gain Humidity Sunshine 
Max. Mean Max. Mean 
0-- 4 _____ _______ ____ 144.3 104 43 . 6 35.0 79.8 62 .0 134 . 2 97 65.7 56.2 76 . 5 59.4 5- 8 ______ ___ __ ___ __ 377 .9 123 52 . 7 43 . 1 78 .0 59.9 262.3 85 75.7 65 .6 77 .4 66 . 2 9-12 ____ _______ ____ _ 388 .6 106 66 . 2 55.7 75.9 63 .9 320 .4 88 85.4 75.8 80.8 78 . 2 13-16 _____ ______ __ _ 328.0 107 74.5 M. l 76 . 7 68 .5 320.7 104 90 . 1 79 . 8 78 . 7 78 .2 17- 20 ___ ____________ _ 342.8 140 85.4 74.7 77 .8 72.0 206 . 3 8t 86 . 2 76 .0 84 .4 73.6 21-24 ___ _____ ___ _____ 129 . 8 58 91.5 80 . 8 75.9 79.8 213.4 95 82 .0 72.0 82.4 67 .0 25-28 __ ___ ___ ____ ____ 251.0 87 90 . 1 79.3 79. 0 72 .7 349 .0 122 72.3 62. 1 86 . 1 60.6 29- 32-____ ___ ______ __ 153.8 73 83.6 72.6 83.6 69 .9 183.0 87 59.0 52 .5 82 .0 50 .0 33- 36 _____ __ ____ __ ___ 107.0 101 74 .0 63 . 2 85.7 66.7 121.0 114 46 .0 40.0 85.4 41. 5 37-40 ___ ____ __ _____ __ 20.7 37 62.6 53.1 80 .5 57.1 107. 5 190 39 . 3 34.2 82.6 43.9 
TotaL __ ___ _______ _ 22H I 2218 
*Twenty-eight days. INo hatch fo r 1935. 'No hatch for 1933-34-35. 
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TABLE 1S.-THE RELATION OF AVERAGE MONTHLY* TEMPERATURE, PER CENT OF HUMIDITY, AND PER CENT OF SUNSHINE ON MONTH L Y trJ 
GAINS AND PERCENTAGES OF NORMAL GAI NS OF RHODE I SLAND R E D PU LLETS . ~ 
Hatch 1-(6-year Average) 
Growth 
Period Temperature 
in Weeks % Degrees F. 
Ga in in No rmal % 
Grams Gain Humidity 
M ax. Mean 
0-- 4 _____ ___ ___ _____ 159 . 7 110 H .5 35.5 79.6 5- 8 __ ___ ___ ____ ___ _ 356.8 11 9 54 .0 44.2 77 .9 9-12 __ _______ ____ ___ 442.0 11 8 65.8 H.O 76.2 13- 16 ____ _________ ___ 358.6 107 73 . 5 63.0 77 .8 17-20 __ ____ ____ ____ __ 258.5 102 84 . 3 73 . 5 79 .0 21-24 ____ ____ ______ __ 197.4 81 91.3 80.2 77 .0 25-28 ____ ______ __ ____ 223.1 82 90 .5 80 . 3 80.0 29-32 ___ ____ __ __ ___ __ 173.4 69 82 . 8 72.0 83.6 33-36 ____ __ __________ 169 .0 102 73 .5 62.2 83.9 37-40 __ __ ____ ____ __ __ 90.5 90 62.0 53.4 81.9 
TotaL _____ ___ _____ 2429 
- - -- --
• Twenty eight days INo hatches for 1931, 1933 . 
% Gain in 
Sunsh ine Grams 
58 .2 127.9 
57.0 246.3 
59.8 140.0 
62 .0 295 .0 
67 . 5 220 .4 
78 .0 228 .6 
73 . 5 321. 7 
68 . 7 357 .0 
65.8 133 .5 
55.0 
- -- - -
2270 
Hatch 10-(4-year Average) ' 
Temperature 
% Degrees F. 
Normal % 
Gain Hum idity 
Max. Mean 
88 66.8 56.1 74 . 3 
82 76.3 65.6 77.1 
9\ 85.0 74. 1 82 . 1 
88 92.5 81.4 77.4 
87 88 . 8 79.9 79.3 
9-! 78.9 67 .9 R3 .0 
liS 70 .0 60 .S 83 .6 
142 56 .5 47.8 82 . 3 
81 43.6 35 .8 83 .5 
- -
38 .0 32 . 3 82.0 
% 
Su nshine 
60 .9 
64 . 3 
70.8 
76.S 
72.9 
66.0 
63.6 
47 . 3 
47 . 8 
50.3 
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Fig. 4.--Re!ation of average monthly maximum temperature, mean 
temperature, humidity, and sunshine to pullet gains. Starred figures rep-
resent year's numbers. 
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that prevailed as compared to those temperatures experienced by 
the earlier hatched chicks flOr the corresponding growth periods. 
Also the cooler weather experienced by the late hatched, initially 
slow growing pullets, in later st.ages of development was associated 
with such rapid growth that at forty weeks of age there was no 
significant difference in the weights of the White Leghorn and 
White Rock pullets and only 159 grams difference in favor of the 
early hatched chicks in the case of the Rhode Island Reds. 
Sunshine.-An inspection of the data in Tables 13, 14 and 15 
and Fig. 4 shows that the averag'e monthly per cent sunshine is 
closely associated with the temperatures. The curves representing 
the per cent sunshine are very similar to those describing maximum 
and mean temperature. Since the young chicks in this experiment 
received cod-liver oil in their rations until ,eight weeks of age, it 
would be impossible to determi.ne the influence of sunshine on the 
growth of these younger chickens. This study indicates that in gen-
eral periods of high percentages of sunshine are periods of slow 
growth. It is probable that the high temperatures prevailing during 
these periods were responsible for the retardation of growth rather 
than any detrimental pJ.'lOperties of sunshine. 
Humidity.-In regard to the influence exerted by humidity on 
the growth of pullets of the three breeds, it is noticed that on a 
basis of average monthly percentages of humidity the data fell 
within a relatively close range. In general the monthly humidity 
did not fluctuate more than ten per cent for the entire forty weeks 
growth pedads of either the first or the tenth hatches. In Fig. 4 
the humidity curves, although relatively straight, are more-or-Iess 
prone to progress iliversely to those of temperature and sunshine. 
This being the case, it is to be expected that periods of high humid-
ity were correlated with periods of rapid growth, but an investiga-
tion of the data reveals that on periods having relatively high 
humidity combined with high temperatures the ga,ins made were 
comparatively small. On the other hand, during intervals of high 
humidity and low temperatures relatively fast grlo'Wth was obtained. 
It thusl appears that humidity, within the ranges included in this 
experiment, had no pronounced influence on the growth of pullets. 
It is interesting to note that in Fig. 4 the nature of the gains 
made by the pullets of the three breeds represent several distinct 
types of growth curves. The Vv"hi1Je Leghorn pullets in the first 
hatch appear to have one-cycle of growth while those in the tenth 
hatch have two cycles, of about equal magnitude. The growth of 
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the Reds and Rocks of the ewrly hatches is characterized by two 
cycles, one representing a period of rapid gains to ablout twenty 
weeks of age followed by a shorter period of slow growth to twenty-
five weeks which in turn is followed by a smaller cycle of increased 
gains. In the tenth hatches, the heavier breeds alsG present dicyclic 
growth curves. In the case of the late hatched Rhode Island Reds 
it will be lobserved that the second cycle is of about equal magnitude 
and duration as that of the first cycle of growth. At this point it is 
perhaps fitting to state that the observations in regard to climatic 
conditions Cllnd growth of pullets, obtained in these investigations 
may offer s'ome explanation to the variation in cyclical gmwth of 
chick:ens found at variousl stations. 
Measuring growth as percentage of normal gains, Tables 13, 
14, and 15 shO'w that genera,lly the gains made by the earlier hatched 
birds were above normal through the 17-20 weeks period, and the 
later hatched pullets grew slower than normal for this period, 
whereas, the former group made sub-normal gains from the 21-24 
through the 29-32 weeks periods. Tlhe chicks in the tenth hatch 
made gains considerably wbove normal for these later periods. In 
the 13-16 weeks interval the late hatched White Leghorn and White 
Rock pullets made normal gains even with the seasGn's highest 
temperatures prevailing. This appCllrent irregularity may be par-
'tially explained by the fact that these chicks had experienced 
retarded growth earlier and weighed less than normal. Not only 
was a:ccelerated gmwth later to be expected but possibly smaller 
chicks are less affected by periods of high temperatures. 
Recapitulating, high monthly maximum and mean tempera-
tures resulted in retarded growth as measured by monthly gains 
in grams and percentages of normal gains. Average humidity for 
the monthly periods apparently had no influence on pullet gains, 
within the limits of these studies. High percentages of sunshine 
are associated with slow growth. 
Influence of Temperatures on Percentage of Normal Gains 
In order to study further the effect of high summer tempera-
tures on pullet growth, average monthly maximum and minimum 
temperatures were plotted a'gainst the percentages of normal 
monthly gains made by pullets in 1934 and 1935. The ages of the 
birds ranged from fGur to thirty-two weeks. The percentages of 
no,rmal gains are the averages for the three breeds in 1934 and 
·White Leghorns and Rhode Island Reds in 1935. Points were plot-
ted at the mid-points of each four-weeks period for both tempera:-
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tures and gains. Since chicks were hatched at weekly intervals, 
the mid-points fOil' the several periods follow at weekly periods. 
A five-weeks moving average was used for both years to eliminate 
fluctuations. Fig. 5 shows the results of these investigations. 
In 1934 it is noticed that the percentage of normal gains was 
generally above normal until the maximum temperature reached 
90°F and 'the mean temperature about 78°F. During the extremely 
hot weather of 1934 when the maximum temperatures averaged as 
high as 101°F for the monthly periods the gains drlQ'pped to as low 
as 64 per cent of normal. The gains returned to normal when the 
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Fig. S.-Relation of average monthly temperatures 
on percentage of normal monthly gains of puJ1ets. 
13 2760 
OCT. 
12 2660 
OCT 
maximum temperature 'was approximately 95°F and the mean 
temperature was about 82°F. This tendency for the percentage of 
normal ga·ins to retllrn to normal at somewhat higher temperatures 
than those prevailing when gains departed from the normal 'was 
probably due to the fact that at these later ages the birds were 
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below normal in weight due to previous periods of retardation in 
growth. As ClJlready mentioned, smaller chicks are probably less 
affected by high temperatures than are heavier chickens. It has 
also been reportedn1 that gains are dependent upon weights of the 
birds rather than upon their age. 
The curves representing the conditions in 1935 give similar 
results but to a less marked degree. Since the temperClJtures were 
considerably lower than in 1934, there were smaller deviations of 
the gains from normal. The subnormal gains made in the last five 
weeks may be attributed to the fact that, in gener<lJl, the growth 
in 1935 was better than the normal growth. The pullets grew 
faster at the earlier ages resulting in sIower growth, relative to 
normal, in the later periods. On the other hand, the gains in 1934 
were (lJbove normal for the last ten weeks due to the fact that they 
made less than normal gro\vth in previous periods. 
Influence of Temperatures on Percentage Rate of Growth 
When the percentag'e rate of growth of those hatches having 
comparable mean initial weights for the several four-weeks periods 
were plotted against the average ma·ximum temperatures for the 
corresponding periods, it is noted that in general as the tempera-
ture increased the percentage rate of growth decreased. (Table 16 
I~r--r--'---~-'--'---~-.---r--~-. 
::x:: 
I- 80 
~ 9 6 
'-.:) 0 
040 
170-220 GRIIMS 
700-799 GRIIMS 
1400 -1499 GRIIMS 
oh50~~~60~:L==~70~~~8~0==~~9~0==~~100 
MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE F.0 
Fig. 6.-Relation of average monthly maximum temperature and the rate of 
growth of White Leghorn pullets of certain initial weight groups-1934. 
and Fig. 6) . This study was made with White Leghorn pullets 
in 1934. Hatches ha:ving mean initial weights for the periods to 500 
grams were placed in groups having a range of weights of 50 grams. 
For those hatches having mean weights at the beginning of the 
periods of 500 grams and over, a range of 100 grams was chosen. 
61. Brody, 1927, pp. 62·67. 
TABLE 1 6 .- THE RELATION OF AVERAGE MONTH LY T E MP ERA TURES AND THE MONTHLY RATE OF GROWTH OF \ VHI TE LEGHORN PULLETS 
I N CERTAIN I NITIAL MEAN WEI GHT GROUPS. 1 934 . 
GROUP 1-17 0 -220 GRAMS. 5-8 WEEKS PERIODS . 
N umber of PullctL __ __ 17 29 H 32 39 91 33 Mean Wcight* ___ __ ____ 193 186 178 19{ 216 171 176 
Rate of Growth, % ___ __ 90.9 93.4 9+.{ 92.5 87.5 86.7 85.3 
1\,fax. Tcmperature _____ 50 .0 56 . 7 59.0 63.0 66.7 69 . 3 73 . 3 
tV'Iea n Temperatu rc ___ __ 39.5 45.8 48.3 52.0 55.5 57 .5 62.0 
GROUP II-70 0 - 799 GRAMS . 13-16 WEEKS PERIODS . 
N umber of Pullets __ 
Mean Weight* __ ______ __ ___ ______________ ______ ____ _______ __ __ ___ _ 
Rate of Growth , % ___ ________ ____ _______ _____ _____ ____________ __ _ 
J\1ax. Tcmperaturc ___________ __ ___ _____ _______ _______ _____ ______ _ _ 
1\1can Tcmpcratu rc _____ _____ ________ ____ _________ _______________ _ _ 
29 
796 
30 .6 
83 .0 
69.8 
31 
759 
36.0 
87.5 
74 . 5 
53 
737 
31. 7 
91. 5 
80.3 
GROUP II I - 1400- 1499 GRAMS. 25- 28 AND 29- 32 WEEKS PERIODS. 
Number of Pullcts ______ _________ 2S 17 31 32 70 33 55 9-l Mean Weight* ___ ________ __ _____ 1494 1+16 1423 l-l90 1495 l-l68 IH3 1421 
Rate of Growth, % _____ _____ ____ 6.2 S .2 4.1 5.8 4.5 -l.8 4.5 4.5 
1vIax. Temperatu rc ____________ ___ 63 .5 66.8 73 .0 73.3 7J .8 7-l.3 7-l.3 76.8 
1\1can Temperatu rc _____ ______ ___ 52 .0 56 .0 6-l.0 63.0 63.3 63.0 65.3 65 .0 
- - - - - --- -- - _._-- - -- -
*At beginning of four weeks period. 
71 
180 
79. 1 
76.3 
65 .0 
71 
767 
16.7 
95.7 
S·L7 
16 
1{50 
2.1 
78.8 
66 . 8 
38 
175 
82.9 
79 . 8 
67.8 
25 
1413 
1.5 
9+ .0 
82. 3 
31 
174 
75 . 6 
83.0 
69.8 
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776 
3 .9 
99.5 
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1419 
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99.7 
86.5 
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Only those groups including five or more ha-tches were considered. 
Using the above procedure, seven groups were obtained with which 
the rate of growth was studied relative to maximum temperature. 
Although only three of the groups are presented, they are rep-
resentative of results observed in other groups. The 170-220 gram 
group and the 1400-1499 gram groups contain mlolre complete data 
tha-n any of tho'se studied. Chicks younger than four weeks of 
age were omitted from this study because chicks were battery 
brooded in a basement room to this age. 
With the 170-220 gram chicks the highest percentage rate of 
growth, 94.4, was obtained when the maximum and mean tempera-
tures were 59 .0°F and 48.3°F, respectively. As the temperatures 
increas,eci from the above monthly averages, the rate of growth 
declined until at a maximum temperature of 83°F and a mean tem-
perature of 69.8°F the growth ra-te had been reduced to 75.6 per 
cent. Within the temperature ranges studied, the 700-799 gram 
pullets made their best gro~!.th when the average mean temperature 
and maximum temperature were 74.5°F and 87.5°F, respectively. 
It'is not inferred that these are optimum average monthly tem-
pera'tures for growth at these weights since the temperatures 
ranges are inadequate. The gr'o'llp at a maximum temperature of 
83°F made slower growth, but it may be noticed that they were 
heavier chickens. It may be concluded that as the average monthly 
maximum temperature rises above 87.5°F and the mean tempera-
ture above 74.5°P the rates of growth of 700-799 gram pullets 
decreased materially. At a maximum temperature of 99.5°F the 
rate was only 3.9 per cent. In Group III of Table 16 it is shown 
that in general the heavier pullets grew less rapidly as the average 
monthly temperatures increased. At this point it is fitting to relate 
that previous investigations62 have shown that the growth rate 
of younger chicks tended to reach a maximum at a: temperature 
lower than 69 .8c F. 
I t is not inferred that the studies included herein relative to 
the influence of avemge monthly temperatures on the monthly 
percentage rates of growth of chicks are in any sense complete, 
but that they do offer some explanation of the variations in growth 
of chicks hatched at different dates during the hatching season 
and those raised in different llocalities under varying climatic 
conditions. It is felt that this work although fragmentary in 
. nature will offer an approach to more complete work. To ascer-
tain the optimum temperatures and humidity f.or the growth of 
62. Kleiber and Dougherty. 
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chickens in the various stages of development \vould be of biolog-
ical interest and economic importance. Such results should be 
obtained under controlled and constant conditions. When monthly 
averages under uncontrollable conditions are employed, there is 
no means of mea,suring the eff;ect of the daily variations. 
T'he determination of the exact manner in which high tempera-
tures retard the growth of chickens is not included in these investi-
gations. A number of factors such as feed consumption and 
utilization, parasitism, and perhaps variations in the amount of 
moisture in the animal body may be related to t emperature. Which 
of the above factors, or any combination of them, or other causes 
are responsible for the retardation in the growth process when 
high temperatures prevail is a matter for further investigation. 
v. CONCLUSIONS 
1. Normal four-weeks weights from time of hatching to forty 
weeks of age are included for White Leghorn, White Rocks, and 
Rhode Island Red pullets. 
2. At fo·rty weeks of age the Leghorn pullets weighed 1587 
grams (3.5 Ibs.) ; the White Rocks, 2290 grams (5.0 lbs.) ; and the 
Rhode Island Reds, 2480.5 grams (5.5 lbs.). 
3. For the first four weeks period there was no significant 
differences in the normal gains of the three breeds, after which 
time the two heavy breeds made greater gains for each following 
periods. After the 5-8 weeks period the Rhode Island Red pullets 
made greater gains than the White Rock pullets, with the exception 
of the 25-28 weeks period. 
4. Expressed as percentages of the total 0-40 week gain, the 
Leghorn pullets grew faster to and including the 21-24 weeks period 
than did the two heavy breeds. 
5. The greatest gains made f'o'r any four \'leeks interval were in 
the 9-12 weeks period. This was true for the three breeds. 
6. Following the initial four weeks period, the Red pullets 
had in general higher percentage growth rates fOol' following four 
\veeks intervals than did the 'White Rocks, and the White 'Rocks 
grew more rapidly than the White Leghorns. 
7. As the pullets increased in age the percentage rates of 
growth for the four weeks periods decreased with the exceptvon 
of the 21-24 weeks period in the case of the White Leghorns and 
the 25-28 weeks period with the White Rocks. 
8. The differential sex growth became apparent at eight weeks 
of age and increased as the chicks grew older. At twenty weeks 
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of age the White Leghorn pullets were 77.2 per cent as heavy in 
weights as the cockerels; the White Rocks, 7S.2 per cent; and the 
R. 1. Reds, SO.S per cent. . 
9. Following the initial four weeks period the cockerels pos-
sessed higher percentage rates of growth than did the pullets. 
10. At forty weeks of age there was no significant difference 
in the weights of pullet progeny from hens in their first year of 
production and those in their seoond year of production or older. 
11. From four to twenty-eight weeks of age White Leghorn 
pullets hatched earlier in the hatching season were heavier than 
those hatched later in the season. With the White Rocks and Rhode 
Island Reds the earlier pullets maintained a weight advantage 
until about thirty-two weeks of age. 
12. Considering the actual f.our weeks gains made, pullets 
hatched the first two weeks in February grew faster to twenty 
·weeks of age than those hatched eight weeks later in the season 
after which time the later chicks grew faster to thirty-two weeks 
of age. This later acceleration of growth of the late hatched, intial-
ly slower growing, pullets overcame the weight advantage of the 
earlier hatched, initially faster gl'owing, pullets such that at forty 
weeks of age there were very little differences in the weights of the 
groups of the same breed. 
13. The variations in the nature of the periodic gains of 
early and late hatched pullets are associated with climatic condi-
tions, especially average maximum and mean temperatures for 
the periods. 
14. Average percentages of humidity for the periods were 
not closely related to gains for corresponding periods, within the 
limits of these studiles. The range of the average monthly per-
centages of humidity was only about 10 per cent. 
15. Per cent sun.shine, other than being associated witl,;-tem: 
perature, had no noticeable influence on pullet gains after the first 
eight weeks. 
16. Measuring growth as percentages of normal periodic 
gains, the high summer temperatures were inflected by retarded 
growth. The graphs indicate that when the average monthly 
maximum and mean temperatures rOse above 90°F and SO°F, re-
spectively, subnormal gains resulted. 
17. As the average monthly maximum temperatures increased 
above 59°F and the mean temperatures above 4SoF there was a 
tendency for the mlonthly percentage rates of growth of pullets 
within certain initial mean weight groups to decrease. 
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